Fact Sheet

4,000 Ports. 10,000 Agents. $10 Billion Port Cost Data.
The system for dynamic port data is just a few clicks away.
The idea is simple: fast and easy access to port
intelligence. Connect your working day to data
with PortPoint.
Effective, quick and simple, PortPoint is an
advanced port cost analytics platform, designed
with great usability to get you that port cost
estimate when you need it the most.

Obtain your single figure port cost result in
one simple search. Choose detailed specific
breakdowns based on specific port, vessel type,
cargo type and DWT or search for results that
contain thousands of cost benchmarks.

With this platform, you gain instant access to
vast amounts of cleansed and accurate cargo
and port call data.

Say hello to port intelligence!

Look up your own port calls and costs, add
comments, and develop a personal profile and
preferences that only you can access.
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Powerful data at your fingertips
Working with data often means clinical, hard-to-find lists, which might be easy to understand if
you’re an analyst, but hard or impossible for most others. With PortPoints’ business intelligence
tools, you get a simplified visualization of the data you want.
Gaining in depth port cost knowledge and port related intelligence has never been so easy.

PortCosts

PortPages

PortInfo

With PortCost, you can quickly and easily access
port, cargo and vessel specific costs. In addition,
you can gain insight into port cost trends over
time and obtain clear benchmarks and cost
breakdowns. The accurate port cost data can
help you provide useful business intelligence to
feed into your voyage calculations.

With PortPages you can access, verify and
look-up details of 10,000 agents. Each and
every agent has been through a vetting process
before getting onto this list.

PortInfo provides a simple platform to access
information about terminals and berths in
as many as 4000 ports. Search for updated
details from actual experience restrictions and
conditions.

We actively engage agents so you get the right
phone number at the first call. To ensure a
dynamic listing, each agent is checked against
17 sanctions lists on a daily basis.
Your compliance and procurement department
will love that!

Portlnfo is closely linked to PortCosts and
interaction is seamless.

Want to know more?
Try it out or get in touch at
portpoint.com
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